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SoftForge Newsletter
OCTOBER UPDATE 

In our October newsletter, we are pleased to showcase our Locks4Vans rebrand. We have

used Yootheme Pro 2 to build a whole new look.  

We also look back on Joomla's Pizza Bugs and Fun 2020 which took place on October

17th. 

Locks4Vans Website Rebrand/Relaunch
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In the images above you can see the changes, we have made from the
previous site to the current site. The template is now Yootheme Pro throughout,
and this particular section shows the slider. 
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The new layout has a complex relationship between the different van types and
the products that each van type can use. This is made possible by the use of
Yootheme Pros' dynamic content allowing templates to be built that can pull in
articles, custom fields and even run conditionals to make very specific content
selections. 

Pizza, Bugs and Fun 2020

Watch Video
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Due to COVID-19 the Pizza Bugs and Fun team decided to organize a virtual
PBF event. SoftForge took part with Phil being the international coordinator for
the testing of pull requests.
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The success of Pizza, Bugs and Fun brings the release of Joomla 4 that little bit
closer. 

SoftForge
Stacey Cox
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